
 

 
Stock Trading GBP gained 1.41% during September; the performance was helped by the accounts 
benchmark the FTSE 100 as it rallied 2.27% in the month. Looking closer at recent statistics, this 
investment has filed 20 gaining months and 4 losing months during the past two years. As such, it 
holds its own as one of the least volatile equity-based investments which actively trades stocks listed 
on the UK market.  

 

The above is one of the reasons for its popularity with members, the second being its out performance. 
The accounts benchmark, the FTSE 100, has gained just 7.36 % in the two years to the 1st of October, 
in stark comparison this investment has recorded a 46.91% gain. The continued outperformance of 
course underlines the success of RIO's trading strategy, but it also has brought attention to the upside 
potential which can be derived when you selectively trade UK stocks. The risk-reward ratio measured 
over the 24 month period is 14.53-1 which is well above the 6:1 ratio which is regarded as a good risk-
reward ratio. 

The Market - London stocks rose as September drew close, and investors mulled over upbeat UK 
growth data. At 08:40 BST, the FTSE 100 was 0.8% firmer at 7,659.93, while the sterling was 
up 0.4% against the dollar at 1.2248 after figures from the Office for National Statistics showed that 
the economy grew more than initially estimated in the first quarter. The statistics for the UK GDP have 
been revised higher and are now estimated to be 1.8% above pre-pandemic 2019 levels. 

Many people have commented on Stock Trading and it trading record, after all this investment has 
delivered gains of 18.39%, 46.91%, 93.59% and 107.46% in the one, two, three and five-year periods.  

This investment account has certainly rewarded members who have remained invested since the 
product launch in June 2016 with a net gain of 217.96%. That said, it must always be remembered that 
this investment trades in stocks, and as such, it is a high-risk investment. 

William Gray 
The RIO Club 
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